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Abstract
Ho/ang de0ned the P4-sparse graphs as the graphs where every set of 0ve vertices induces at
most one P4. These graphs attracted considerable attention in connection with the P4-structure
of graphs and the fact that P4-sparse graphs have bounded clique-width. Fouquet and
Giakoumakis generalized this class to the nicely structured semi-P4-sparse graphs being the
(P5, co-P5, co-chair)-free graphs.
We give a complete classi0cation with respect to clique-width of all superclasses of P4-sparse
graphs de0ned by forbidden P4 extensions by one vertex which are not P4-sparse, i.e. the
P5, chair, P, C5 as well as their complements. It turns out that there are exactly two other
inclusion-maximal classes de0ned by three or four forbidden P4 extensions namely the (P5, P,
co-chair)-free graphs and the (P, co-P, chair, co-chair)-free graphs which also deserve the name
semi-P4-sparse.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [19] (see also [20]), Ho/ang introduced the P4-sparse graphs as the graphs where
every set of 0ve vertices contains at most one induced P4 and characterize them;
prime P4-sparse graphs are spiders. P4-sparse graphs and variants were motivated by
applications in areas such as scheduling, clustering and computational semantics; they
attracted considerable attention in connection with the P4-structure of graphs and the
fact that P4-sparse graphs, as a natural generalization of cographs, have nice tree
structure and bounded clique-width implying eBcient algorithms for some problems
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Fig. 1. All one-vertex extensions of a P4.
(see e.g. [1,10,16,17,23,24]; in [22], linear time recognition of P4-sparse graphs is
given).
Obviously, the P4-sparse graphs are exactly the graphs containing no induced P5,
co-P5, chair, co-chair, P, co-P, C5 (see Fig. 1 for the de0nition of these subgraphs). In
[16], Fouquet and Giakoumakis generalized P4-sparse graphs to the nicely structured
semi-P4-sparse graphs being the (P5, co-P5, co-chair)-free graphs.
Recently, the notion of clique-width of graphs attracted much attention due to the
fact that every algorithmic graph problem expressible in Monadic second-order logic
quantifying only over vertex sets (but not over edge sets) can be solved in linear time
on a graph class of bounded clique-width (assuming that a k-expression de0ning the
input graph is given or can be determined in linear time).
The aim of this note is to give a complete classi0cation of all graph classes de-
0ned by a forbidden subset of {P5,co-P5,chair,co-chair,P,co-P; C5} with respect to their
clique-width, and for the classes of bounded clique-width, a complete structure descrip-
tion is given.
1.1. Basic notions
Throughout this note, let G = (V; E) be a 0nite undirected graph without self-loops
and multiple edges. Let LG = (V; LE) with xy∈ LE if and only if xy ∈ E for x; y∈V ,
x = y, denote the complement graph of G (we denote the complement graph of G
also by co-G).
The edges between two disjoint vertex sets X; Y form a join (co-join) if for all pairs
x∈X , y∈Y , xy∈E (xy ∈ E) holds. Let A 1 B (A 0 B) denote the corresponding join
(co-join) operation between A and B.
A vertex z ∈V distinguishes vertices x; y∈V if zx∈E and zy ∈ E. A vertex set
M ⊆ V is a module if no vertex from V \M distinguishes two vertices from M , i.e.
every vertex v∈V \ M is either adjacent to all or to none of the vertices of M . A
module is trivial if it is either the empty set, a one vertex set or the entire vertex
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set V . Nontrivial modules are called homogeneous sets. A graph is prime if it contains
only trivial modules.
Let Nv := {u: u∈V; uv∈E} denote the neighborhood of vertex v. For U ⊆ V let
G(U ) denote the subgraph of G induced by U . Throughout this note, all subgraphs are
understood to be induced. If H is a subgraph of G then a vertex v not in H is called
a k-vertex with respect to H if v has exactly k neighbors in H . A vertex set U ⊆ V
is stable in G if the vertices in U are pairwise nonadjacent. A vertex set U ⊆ V is a
clique in G if U is a stable set in LG. Let Kn, n¿ 1, denote the clique of n vertices.
For k¿ 1, let Pk denote the induced path with k vertices and k − 1 edges, and
for k¿ 3, let Ck denote the induced cycle with k vertices and k edges. A hole is a
Ck , k¿ 5. An antihole is the complement of a hole. Note that the P4 is the smallest
nontrivial prime graph and the complement of a P4 is a P4 itself. A claw is the graph
consisting of four vertices a; b; c; d such that a; b; c are pairwise nonadjacent and d is
adjacent to a, b and c. A 2K2 is the complement graph of C4.
Let F denote a set of graphs. A graph G is F-free if none of its induced subgraphs
is in F.
1.2. Cographs and clique-width
For a P4-free graph G (also called co-graph), either G or its complement is dis-
connected, and the co-tree of G expresses how the graph can be recursively generated
from single vertices by repeatedly applying join and co-join operations. See [4,6–8] for
more information on P4-free graphs.
In [9], the join and co-join operations were generalized to the following operations
in labeled graphs:
(i) create single vertices with integer label i,
(ii) disjoint union (i.e. co-join) of two graphs (with disjoint vertex set),
(iii) join between all vertices with label i and all vertices with label j for i = j, and
(iv) relabel vertices of label i by label j.
In [9], the clique-width cwd(G) of a graph G is de0ned as the minimum number
of labels which are necessary to generate a given graph by using operations (i)–(iv).
Obviously, the clique-width of cographs is at most two.
A k-expression for a graph G of clique-width k describes the recursive generation of
G by repeatedly applying these operations using only a set at most k di)erent labels.
Proposition 1 (Courcelle et al. and Courcelle and Olariu [10,11]). The clique-width of
a graph is the maximum of the clique-width of its prime subgraphs, and the clique-
width of the complement graph LG of G is at most twice the clique-width of G.
Recently, the concept of clique-width of a graph attracted much attention since it
gives a uni0ed approach to the eBcient solution of many algorithmic graph prob-
lems on graph classes of bounded clique-width via the expressibility of the problems
in terms of logical expressions; in [10], it is shown that every algorithmic problem
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expressible in a certain kind of Monadic second-order logic called LinEMSOL(1;L) in
[10] is linear-time solvable on any graph class with bounded clique-width for which a
k-expression can be constructed in linear time.
Hereby, in [10] it is mentioned that, roughly speaking, MSOL(1) is Monadic second-
order logic with quanti0cation over subsets of vertices but not of edges; MSOL(1;L) is
the extension of MSOL(1) with the addition of labels added to the vertices. LinEMSOL
(1;L) is the extension of MSOL(1;L) which allows one to search for sets of vertices
which are optimal with respect to some linear evaluation functions. The problems ver-
tex cover, maximum weight stable set, maximum weight clique, domination, Steiner
tree and some others are examples of LinEMSOL(1;L) problems.
Theorem 1 (Courcelle et al. [10]). Let C be a class of graphs of clique-width at most
k such that there is an O(f(|E|; |V |)) algorithm, which for each graph G in C,
constructs a k-expression de9ning it. Then for every LinEMSOL(1;L) problem on C,
there is an algorithm solving this problem in time O(f(|E|; |V |)).
1.3. Further tools and notions
A graph is a split graph if its vertex set can be partitioned into a clique and a stable
set.
Theorem 2 (Foeldes and Hammer [14]). G is a split graph if and only if G is (2K2;
C4; C5)-free.
A graph G is a
• thin spider if G is partitionable into a clique C and a stable set S with |C|= |S| or
|C| = |S| + 1 such that the edges between C and S are matching and at most one
vertex in C is not covered by the matching (an unmatched vertex is called the head
of the spider);
• thick spider if it is the complement of a thin spider (spiders were called turtles in
[20]);
• matched co-bipartite graph if G is partitionable into two cliques C1; C2 with |C1|=
|C2| or |C1|= |C2|+ 1 such that the edges between C1 and C2 are a matching and
at most one vertex in C1 and C2 is not covered by the matching;
• co-matched bipartite graph if it is the complement of a matched co-bipartite graph;
• bipartite chain graph if it is a bipartite graph B = (X; Y; E) and for all vertices
from X (Y ), their neighborhoods in Y (X ) are linearly ordered (bipartite chain graphs
appear in [27]; in [18] they are called di:erence graphs);
• co-bipartite chain graph if it is the complement of a bipartite chain graph.
An important result for P4-sparse graphs is the following theorem shown in [19];
it appears also in [23].
Theorem 3. Prime P4-sparse graphs are spiders.
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Obviously, the clique-width of graphs having at most k vertices is at most k. More-
over, it is straightforward to see that spiders, matched co-bipartite graphs, co-matched
bipartite graphs, bipartite chain graphs and their complements, induced paths and cy-
cles of arbitrary length as well as their complements have clique-width at most 4. Due
to Theorem 3 and Proposition 1, P4-sparse graphs have clique-width at most 4 since
spiders have clique-width at most 4.
Now we collect some further tools. The domino is the graph consisting of six vertices
a; b; c; d; e; f such that a; b; c; d; e induce a P5 with edges ab; bc; cd; de and f is adjacent
exactly to a; c and e. The graph A is the graph consisting of six vertices a; b; c; d; e; f
such that a; b; c; d induce a P4 with edges ab; bc; cd, e has no edge to a; b; c; d, and f
is adjacent exactly to a; c and e.
Lemma 1 (Ho/ang and Reed [21]). If a prime graph contains an induced C4 (2K2)
then it contains an induced co-P5 or A or domino (P5 or co-A or co-domino).
Lemma 2 (Brandst&adt and Mosca [5]). If G is a prime chair-free split graph then G
is a spider.
Proof. A chair-free split graph which is not P4-sparse must contain a co-chair since
the P5, P5, C5, P, LP are impossible in split graphs. It is easy to see, however, that a
prime split graph containing a co-chair must contain a chair as well (see [15]). Thus,
prime chair-free split graphs are P4-sparse and thus, according to Theorem 3, they are
spiders.
Lemma 3 (Brandst&adt et al. [3]). If G is a prime chair-free bipartite graph, then G
is a co-matched bipartite graph or an induced path or an induced cycle.
In order to make this paper self-contained, we give a proof of Lemma 3 (which is
di)erent from that one in [3]).
Proof of Lemma 3. Let G=(X ∪Y; E) be a prime chair-free bipartite graph. By primal-
ity, G is connected. It is well-known that if G contains no P5 then the neighborhoods
of X -vertices in Y (and vice versa) are linearly ordered; G is a bipartite chain graph.
By primality of G, this linear order is strict. Now, since G is chair-free, it is obvious
that X (Y , resp.) contains at most two vertices, i.e. G is a P4.
Now assume that G contains a P5. Let P= (v1; : : : ; vk), k¿ 5, be a longest induced
path in G, and assume that G is neither an induced path nor an induced cycle. Thus,
there is a vertex u not in P being adjacent to an internal vertex vi ∈X , 1¡i¡k,
of P. Since G is chair-free, such a vertex u is then adjacent to all P-vertices of the
other color class. Now, if k¿ 6 and v1 ∈X then v1; u; v5; v4; v6 is a chair if u∈Y and
v6; u; v2; v1; v3 is a chair if u∈X , and similarly for v1 ∈Y . This means that G must be
P6-free.
It is straightforward to see that any P5, P=(v1; : : : ; v5), dominates G since G is chair-
and P6-free. Let P= (x1; y1; x2; y2; x3) be a P5 in G, and let RX := X \ {x1; x2; x3} and
RY := Y \ {y1; y2}. Since G is chair-free, every vertex from RX is adjacent to y1 and
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y2, and every vertex from RY is adjacent to x1 and x3 (and possibly to x2). If there
are nonedges xy, x′y for two vertices x; x′ ∈RX and a vertex y∈RY , then yx1y1xx′
is a chair in G—contradiction. If there are nonedges x2y, xy for a vertex x∈RX and
a vertex y∈RY , then yx1y1x2x is a chair in G—contradiction. If there are nonedges
xy, xy′ for a vertex x∈RX and two vertices y; y′ ∈RY , then xy1x1yy′ is a chair in
G—contradiction. If there are nonedges x2y, x2y′ for two vertices y; y′ ∈RY , then
x2y1x1yy′ is a chair in G—contradiction. Thus G is co-matched bipartite.
2. Two new P4-sparse graph extensions of bounded clique-width
The (P5,co-chair,co-P5)-free graphs called semi-P4-sparse graphs in [15] are a nice
generalization of the P4-sparse graphs:
Theorem 4 (Fouquet and Giakoumakis [15]). If G is a prime (P5,co-P5,co-chair)- free
graph then G is either a bipartite chain graph or a spider or C5.
Theorem 4 has a slightly simpler proof in [5].
Theorem 5. If G is a prime (chair,co-P,house)-free graph then G ful9lls one of the
following conditions:
(i) G is an induced path Pk , k¿ 4, or an induced cycle Ck , k¿ 5;
(ii) G is a co-matched bipartite graph;
(iii) G is a spider.
Proof. Let G be a prime (chair,co-P,house)-free graph.
Assume 0rst that G contains a C5 C. This cycle has
• no 1-vertex since G is chair-free;
• no 2-vertex since G is co-P- and chair-free;
• no 3-vertex since G is co-P- and house-free;
• no 4-vertex since G is house-free.
If C has 5- or 0-vertices then C would be a homogeneous set in G. Thus, in the
case that G contains a C5, G itself is a C5.
Assume now that G is C5-free but contains a C6C with vertices 1; 2; : : : ; 6. This
cycle has
• no 1-vertex since G is chair-free;
• no 2-vertex since G is co-P- and chair-free;
• no 4-vertex since G is co-P- and house-free;
• no 5-vertex since G is house-free.
The only possible 3-vertices are of two types: adjacent to 1,3,5 or adjacent to 2,4,6.
Let M135 be the set of 3-vertices adjacent to 1,3,5 and M246 be the set of 3-vertices
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adjacent to 2,4,6. Moreover, let U denote the set of 6-vertices and let N denote the
set of 0-vertices.
Claim 1. M135 1 U and M246 1 U .
Without loss of generality, let x∈M246 and y∈U . Then, since x4y61 is no house,
xy∈E holds.
Claim 2. M135 0 N and M246 0 N .
Without loss of generality, let x∈M246 and y∈N . Then, since 2yx45 is no chair,
xy ∈ E holds.
Thus, if there are 6- or 0-vertices in G, C ∪M135 ∪M246 would be a homogeneous
set, i.e. U = N = ∅ holds.
Claim 3. M135 and M246 are stable sets.
Assume not; without loss of generality, let x; x′ ∈M246 with xx′ ∈E. Let A denote
the connected component of M246 containing x and x′. Then there is an edge yy′ ∈A
and a vertex z ∈ A distinguishing y; y′ (i.e. z ∈M135); let yz ∈E and y′z ∈ E but now
2y′yz5 is a co-P-contradiction.
Now, due to Lemma 3, G is a co-matched bipartite graph (or induced C6 which is
itself a co-matched bipartite graph).
Assume now that G is (C5; C6)-free but contains a Ck C; k¿ 7, with vertices 1; 2; : : : ;
7; : : : . We are going to show that G itself is the cycle C. Note that C has
• no 1-vertex since G is chair-free;
• no 2-vertex since G is co-P- and chair-free.
Assume 0rst that a k-vertex x ∈ C, k¿ 3, has two consecutive neighbors i; i + 1
on C. Then, since i; x; i + 1; i + 2; i + 3 is no co-P and no house, x must be adjacent
to i + 2. The same argument holds for i + 1; x; i; i − 1; i − 2 implying that x must be
adjacent to i − 1. Applying this argument repeatedly shows that x is universal for C.
Assume now that a k-vertex x ∈ C, k¿ 3, has no consecutive neighbors on C. Then
G contains a chair—contradiction.
Thus, C has only 0-vertices and vertices universal for C but then C is a homogeneous
set. Thus, G itself is the cycle C.
From now on, let G be a prime (hole,chair,co-P,house)-free graph, and assume that
G contains a Pk , k¿ 6.
Claim 4. G itself is the Pk , k¿ 6.
Let Q with vertices 1; 2; : : : ; k, k¿ 6, be a longest induced path in G. Q has
• no 1-vertex since G is chair-free and Q is longest.
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As before, assume 0rst that a k-vertex x ∈ C, k¿ 3, has two consecutive neighbors
i; i + 1 on Q. Then, since x; i; i + 1; i + 2; i + 3 is no co-P and no house, x must be
adjacent to i + 2 and so on. The same argument holds for x; i; i − 1; i − 2; i − 3. Thus,
x must be universal for Q.
Now assume that x has only nonconsecutive neighbors on Q. Then, since G is
hole-free, x is adjacent to every other vertex of Q, and thus G contains a chair—
contradiction.
Since G is prime, universal vertices for Q cannot exist which shows Claim 4.
From now on, let G be a prime (hole,P6,chair,co-P,house)-free graph, and assume
that G contains P5.
Claim 5. Either G itself is a P5 or G is a domino.
Let Q with vertices 1; 2; : : : ; 5 be an induced P5 in G. Q has
• no 1-vertex since G is chair- and P6-free.
Since G is (hole,chair,co-P)-free, the only 2-vertices have neighbor 2 and 4 on Q.
In order to show that, in fact, Q cannot have a 2-vertex, we show the next claim.
Claim 6. A := N (2) ∩ N (4) ∩ LN (1) ∩ LN (5) is a module in G.
Assume not; let x; y∈A and z ∈ A such that xz ∈E and yz ∈ E.
Case 1: xy∈E. Since 12xz4 is no chair and no co-P, z1∈E or z2∈E, and since
54xz2 is no chair and no co-P, z5∈E or z4∈E holds.
Since 1zx2y is no house, z1∈E implies z2∈E, and since zx45y is no house, z5∈E
implies z4∈E. Thus, z is adjacent to 2 and 4. Since z ∈ A, z is adjacent to 1 or 5;
say z1∈E, but then 12z4y is a house—contradiction.
Case 2: xy ∈ E. Since G is house-free, z is not adjacent to exactly one of the
vertices 2 and 4. If z2 ∈ E and z4 ∈ E then, since G is chair-free, z must be adjacent
to 1 and 5 but then 1z54y2 is a C6 in G—contradiction. If z2∈E and z4∈E then,
since z ∈ A, z must be adjacent to 1 or 5; say z1∈E, but then 12z4y is a house in
G—a contradiction which shows Claim 6.
Thus, Q has no 2-vertex.
The only possible 3-vertices of Q have neighbors 1, 3 and 5 or 2, 3 and 4 on Q.
The second type is excluded by Claim 6. Let Q135=N (1)∩N (3)∩N (5)∩ LN (2)∩ LN (4).
Again, we are going to show that Q135 is a module.
Since G is co-P- and house-free, Q has no 4-vertex. Let U denote the set of
5-vertices of Q. The 0-vertices are nonadjacent to Q135 since G is chair-free.
Q135 1 U since for x∈Q135 and y∈U , 1x3y4 is no house and thus, xy∈E. Thus,
since Q is no homogeneous set, U = ∅ and Q135, as a module, has at most one vertex;
thus Claim 5 implies: if Q135 = ∅ then G is a P5, and if Q135 = ∅ then G is a domino
(which is co-matched bipartite).
Finally, let G be a prime (P5; C5,chair,co-P,house)-free graph. Then, due to Lemma
1, G is C4-free since A contains chair and domino contains P5. Moreover, G is 2K2-free
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since co-A contains co-P and co-domino contains house. Thus, by Theorem 2, G is a
split graph. Then, by Lemma 2, G is a spider.
Remark. In [2, Theorem 2.1], Bertolazzi et al. claim that any prime graph is either
bipartite or claw-free or else contains an induced subgraph from a certain family F
described in [2]. One can easily verify that if G is prime (chair,co-P,house)-free then
G is F-free and thus, according to [2], G should be bipartite or claw-free but a thick
spider (being prime) is not bipartite and contains a claw if it has at least 8-vertices.
On the other hand, thick spiders are obviously (chair,co-P,house)-free. This shows that
Theorem 2.1 of [2] is incorrect.
Theorem 6. If G is a prime (chair,co-chair,P, co-P)-free graph then one of the fol-
lowing conditions holds:
(i) G or LG is an induced path Pk , k¿ 4, or an induced cycle Ck , k¿ 5;
(ii) G or LG is a spider;
(iii) G has at most 9 vertices.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5. Let G be a
prime (chair,co-chair,P,co-P)-free graph. It is easy to show that if G contains a C5 then
G itself is a C5, if G contains a C6 then G has at most 9 vertices, and if G contains
a Ck , k¿ 7, then G itself is a Ck . Since the graph class is self-complementary, the
same holds for complements of such cycles. From now on, assume that the graph G
is hole- and antihole-free.
If G contains a C4 then, due to Lemma 1, G contains a house, and if G contains a
2K2 then G contains a P5. Thus, we have the following cases: If G is (2K2; C4; C5)-free
then it is a split graph and thus, due to Lemma 2, it is a spider.
Otherwise, let G contain a P5. Then it is again straightforward to show that either
G is a Pk , k¿ 6 (if G contains such a Pk) or G has at most 9 vertices if G is P6-free
but contains a P5.
3. Clique-width classi&cation of P4-sparse graph extensions
Since bipartite chain graphs, co-matched bipartite graphs and spiders have bounded
clique-width, Theorems 4–6 and Proposition 1 imply that (P5,co-P5,co-chair)-free
graphs, (chair,co-P,house)-free graph, and (chair,co-chair,P,co-P)-free graphs have
bounded clique-width as well. Moreover, k-expressions for such graphs can be found
in linear time.
Now let F be a subset of {P5,co-P5,chair,co-chair,P,co-P; C5}.
Corollary 1. (i) The inclusion-minimal classes of F-free graphs having unbounded
clique-width are the (P5,chair,co-P; P; C5)-free graphs, the (P5,chair,co-P; C5,co-chair)
-free graphs, and the (P5,co-P; P; C5,co-P5)-free graphs as well as their complement
classes.
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(ii) The inclusion-maximal classes of F-free graphs having bounded clique-width
are the (P5,chair,co-P5)-free graphs, the (P5; P,co-chair)-free graphs as well as their
complement classes, and the (chair,co-chair,P,co-P)-free graphs.
(iii) For every other choice of F , the class of F-free graphs is either a superclass
of some class in (i) or a subclass of some class in (ii).
Proof. To (i). In [25], Makowsky and Rotics have shown that the following graph
classes have unbounded clique-width:
• the Fn grids (whose complements are (co-gem,P5,chair,co-P; C5,co-chair)-free);
• the Hn;q grids (whose complements are (co-gem,P5,chair,co-P; P; C5,bull)-free)
• the split graphs (which are (P5,co-P; P; C5,co-P5)-free).
This implies (i), i.e. unbounded clique-width for every superclass of
• (co-gem,P5,chair,co-P; C5,co-chair)-free graphs;
• (co-gem,P5,chair,co-P; P; C5,bull)-free graphs;
• (P5,co-P; P; C5,co-P5)-free graphs,
as well as their complement classes, i.e. if F is a subset of {co-gem,P5,chair,co-P; C5,
co-chair}, of {co-gem,P5,chair,co-P; P; C5,bull} or of {P5,co-P; P; C5,co-P5}then the
class of F-free graphs has unbounded clique-width.
To (ii) and (iii). A straightforward case analysis shows that in all other cases, the
F-free graphs are contained in one of the following classes:
• (P5,co-chair,co-P5)-free graphs,
• (P5,co-chair,P)-free graphs,
• (chair,co-chair,P,co-P)-free graphs,
or their complement classes which are of bounded clique-width by Proposition 1 and
Theorems 4–6.
Theorem 1 and modular decomposition in linear time [12,13,26] implies that on the
following classes:
(i) (P5,chair,co-P5)-free graphs,
(ii) (P5; P,co-chair)-free graphs,
(iii) (chair,co-chair,P,co-P)-free graphs,
as well as their complement classes, all LinEMSOL(1;L) problems can be solved in
linear time, among them are vertex cover, maximum weight stable set, maximum weight
clique, domination, Steiner Tree, maximum induced matching and others. This extends
recently published results such as some of the results in [24].
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